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Monday

12:30

Finding Business information
in 30 minutes

This session will highlight specialist business resources within our subscriptions at
Newcastle University where providers have collated company intelligence to help you
research industries, companies, demographics and markets.

Tuesday

12:00

Editing Your Work: In
Discussion with the WDC

Editing is the process that helps you evaluate your own work and make it the best you
possibly can. During this informal Q&A session, the Writing Development Centre will be on
hand to answer all your editing questions.

14:00

Finding audiovisual
resources in 30 minutes

Interested in using audiovisual resources, such as still images, films and documentaries, or
audio materials in your studies or research? This session will highlight some of the pitfalls
you may encounter when hunting for audiovisual resources, and how to avoid them.

10:00

Write Here, Write Now

Can’t find the motivation to get that assignment started or edit that thesis chapter?
Overwhelmed and struggling to focus on writing or suffering writers’ block? Missing the
sense of community on campus? Whatever you’re studying and whatever level you’re
studying it at, if this sounds like you then join us for our online Write Here Write Now
writers’ group.

11:30

Finding newspaper
resources in 30 minutes

Whatever your research topic, newspapers can be a great source of information, with news
stories and editorial opinion offering a fascinating angle on a range of subjects and themes.
Join us for this quick 30 minute introductory session in which we’ll be exploring some of
the Library’s best newspaper collections and archives.

Thursday

10:00

Finding datasets and
statistics in 30 minutes

In need of some statistics to illustrate a point or back up an argument in your work?
Looking for some data to analyse for your research project or compare against your own
findings? In this quick tips session we will introduce you to the resources available from
the Library that provide statistics and reusable data.

Friday

12:00

Finding stuff for your
assignments

This short session will equip you with all the tools you need to find high quality information
for your research. It will take you through the basic steps for planning your search and
highlight where to find academic resources, and where to find help throughout your
studies.

Wednesday

University Library. Explore the possibilities.

The Library also run drop-ins and bookable appointments for
advice on academic skills and information searching.
1:1 tutorials with the Liaison Team

In these tutorials we can offer help with literature
searches, referencing or Library related queries

Find out more and book
50-minute 1:1 tutorials with the Writing
Development Centre
Find out more and book
Drop-in with the Academic Skills Team
20-minute 1:1 tutorials at the Marj
• Tuesday 14.00-16.00
• Thursday 10.00-12.00
Find out more and book an online slot
University Library. Explore the possibilities.

In these tutorials, we can offer in depth guidance on many
aspects of your studies, from interpreting an essay
question, managing your time or reading critically, to
planning structure, revising for exams or strategies for
editing a final draft.
In these 20-minute slots we aim to respond to quick,
focussed questions you may have about academic skills,
for example, advice about a paragraph, time management
or presentations. These slots are ideal for speedy answers
around a range of academic skills .

Thanks for joining us.
Questions, comments or feedback?
Let us know!

Scan the QR code or visit
https://rebrand.ly/YourSkills
to view the slides from today

libraryhelp@ncl.ac.uk
academicskills@ncl.ac.uk
ncl.ac.uk/academic-skills-kit

